Moving from texts on rhetoric and literary style (particularly the bewildering Clef de la poe´sie) through brilliantly attentive readings of the post-war essays on painting (Braque le patron and Fautrier l'enrage´) as well as the late Clair et l'obscur, with incisive excursions via a range of shorter texts and some of Francis Ponge's poems, Trudel presents an ever-vigilant Paulhan, bearer of a key to literature that he is only going to hand over to those whose patience is equal to the freedom of their imagination. The obscurities and perplexities of Paulhan's work take on a productive force that implies both a more cohesive and accomplished project than is initially evident and at the same time a relinquishing of the programmatic objectives that apparently set the tone for some of the major texts, including Les Fleurs de Tarbes. In both respects, Paulhan emerges as a contemporary who demands our attention by his own unremitting attention to the difficulties of being in truth, or of making language adequate to our experience. Considerably less austere than Paulhan's 'key', Trudel's reading eases us into the machinery of these texts, enables us to move more freely and profitably between them, and yet still leaves us with the invaluable sense that they move in ways we have yet to measure fully. .00. For many women, the experience of the inter-war period was one of disappointment, marginalization or exclusion. It is true that some European women achieved improved political rights and saw their professional, personal and cultural opportunities broaden. Yet, the decades following 1918 were equally characterized by a conservative backlash that favoured more traditional understandings of gender roles. Thus, as the editors point out in their excellent introductory chapter, it is important to map out individual women's experiences against a context in which 'progressive and regressive definitions of femininity existed simultaneously' (p. 6). The 13 chapters that follow are divided into three sections, focusing on European politics (more specifically on women writers' responses to Fascism), the cultural canon and women's professional and voluntary work. A couple of contributions seem rather out-of-place-Laura Scuriatti's chapter is mainly devoted to an analysis of 1912 and 1914 Futurist manifestos and Lorna Gibson's chapter offers a general analysis of the feminist credentials of the British Women's Institute rather than a specific exploration of the inter-war years. But the majority offer stimulating insights into the particular challenges faced by a wide variety of European womenfrom Ukranian tractor-drivers (Yevgeniya Dodina) to avant-garde surrealist artists (Martine Antle on Hannah Ho¨ch and Claude Cahun)-during the 1920s and 1930s. The most successful chapters situate their case studies within broader contexts, and taken together offer the reader interesting comparative overviews. In the first section, the contributors reveal the extent to which politicized women's belief in their responsibility to use fiction and/or journalism as a weapon against Fascism was not always easily reconciled with their gender. Some writers, such as Spanish exiled politician Victoria Kent (Lesley Twomey), adopted a masculine persona in an attempt to circumvent the problems of writing 'as' a woman. Others, including Hermynia Zur Mu¨hlen (Ailsa Wallace), turned to specifically 'feminine' genres in order to spread the anti-Fascist message. And many, like Louise Weiss (Angela Kershaw), spent their lives attempting to 'negotiate a dangerous path between a relational gender identity which precludes female autonomy, and an independent, politically active role' (p. 62). These difficulties arose in part because female writers and artists struggled to be taken seriously by the literary establishment. Jane Fenoulhet and Sharon Wood convincingly argue that successful Dutch and Italian inter-war women writers were rejected twiceby their contemporaries who accused them of the Modernist sin of appealing to the masses, and by later literary critics who tended to dismiss their realist 'engagement [. . .] with the daily stuff of politics and with the reality of their own lives' (p. 128). Of course, there were exceptional women who defied the norms of their times to produce radical work, such as Cahun and Ho¨ch, and women who succeeded in male-dominated cultural industries, such as Germaine Dulac, the subject of Tami William's chapter on the French film industry between the wars. For the majority of European women, however, as this welcome addition to what has been an under-researched area suggests, the inter-war years provided more frustration than success. Whereas the existing research on women in the inter-war period in France has concentrated either on politics or on literature, Kershaw's critical lens is bifocal. Within the intersection of politics and literature, she scrutinizes the literature of commitment, or litte´rature engage´e, which hitherto has collectively been envisioned as a masculine preserve. Brief biographical sketches of the five women in question helpfully situate them in their socio-cultural as well as their (left-wing) political specificities. The first chapter deftly synthesizes the existing historical studies of women in politics in 1930s France. Each of the remaining four chapters interrogates a varying number of primary texts presumably deemed typical by Kershaw of the field of women's literary-political writings in 1930s France. Since little sense of that field's broader contours is provided, it remains unclear just how representative the chosen texts actually are. However, on their own terms, Kershaw's analyses of her nine chosen texts are probing and cogent. The axes of enquiry for Chapters 2, 3, 4 and 5 are, respectively, gender and genre; fictional representations of female commitment; politics and female sexuality; politics and the maternal body. The critical apparatus mobilized is diverse, including not just the many avatars of feminist theory one might expect but also such thinkers as Bakhtin and Foucault. In each case, Kershaw's control and marshalling of her critical tools are impressive. Her range is unusually wide, for she combines the expertise of the historian with that of the literary and cultural studies theorist. I only have one criticism of her study, and this relates to the instability of the signifier -signified relation with respect to the word 'political' and its cognates. While the bulk of her monograph tends to
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